A review of recent maser surveys allows us to see the context of the new methanol multibeam survey that we are currently conducting -described in the next session by James Green. I will confine this discussion to essentially the surveys of masers in Star Formation Regions.
Why surveys? From yesterday's session, there was the reminder: masers of OH, methanol and water play three special roles in studying birth of massive stars
• They are one of the earliest and most prominent indicators of the birth of a massive star, and a principal means of discovering such sites
• Each maser site is powered by a single embryonic star, but comprises many high brightness maser spots of small diameter and narrow velocity width, making them excellent kinematic probes
• Conditions necessary for maser excitation yield information on the chemical and physical conditions pertaining to the site at an early stage before the fully developed star has blown it all away 3 Three main threads:
• Brief summary of the more extensive surveys of the recent past
• Some interesting outcomes from comparing the surveys
• Discussion of some very recent surveys that we have conducted but which are not yet published. Outcomes of the surveys (continued).
4. Variability -with fascinating outcomes shown by Sharmila Goedhart yesterday.
The typical velocity spread; follow-up with high positional precision often reveals that sources with extreme velocity spreads are really close juxtaposition of sources with much smaller intrinsic widths.
Finally, a reminder again that targeted surveys with large beams can constitute a useful degree of blind surveying, as becomes clear when the discoveries prove on examination of precise positions to be significantly offset from the targets.
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Outcomes of the surveys (concluded).
Intriguingly, the class II 6668-MHz methanol masers have proved to be the most profitable targets for discovering class I methanol masers -despite their mutual exclusivity. See the poster by Maxim Voronkov which describes the southern campaign to study class I methanol masers. The conundrum of relationships between class I and class II is one that Simon Ellingsen will address in his talk later today.
Part 2 -some unusual discoveries -from the follow up of surveys, and inter-comparing surveys.
After excluding the spuriously large apparent velocity spreads, there remain some OH and some methanol masers where the spread is large. What then is the systemic velocity?
Among the methanol masers, there are relatively few with large widths, and most of these arise in strong sources, where strongest emission is near the median velocity, and the wings extending from this are very weak. The systemic velocity then seems most likely to be at the median velocity. Overall, methanol appears to be an excellent indicator of systemic velocity.
In contrast to the methanol, there are some striking examples of OH masers with wide velocity spreads where the emission is concentrated at the velocity extremes.
Where, in these cases, is the systemic velocity?
Is it in the middle, where there is little or no emission? (as in the late type stars where the front and back of an expanding shell dominate the observed maser emission).
Or is it at one extreme or the other; and if so, which extreme? And why?
To understand these OH masers we compare them with their coincident methanol counterparts -with interesting results. We find the additional OH emission is blueshifted and has shown considerable variability, but at some times having intensity comparable to that at the systemic velocity. Intriguingly, we find that methanol also shows blue-shifted emission, but very weak, and with smaller offset from systemic than OH.
In summary, the OH masers with wide velocity spreads are found to comprise emission at the systemic velocity, with a preponderance of blue-shifted 'ejecta'
There is some indication that the ejecta show enhanced variability, and unusually large linear polarization.
This is an ongoing investigation.
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Moving on to Part 3 -yet more surveys (unpublished) I.
With Chris Phillips -water maser search at the locations of all the southern SFR OH masers. Performed with ATCA so as to yield precise positions simultaneous with the discovery (and avoid the frustration of variability preventing follow-up positioning).
Preliminary results:
Precise (positionally coincident) water counterparts for 170 of the 200 OH masers searched.
Many additional water masers in the field of view investigated.
Analysis continuing, including a second epoch search.
